Parents and T
Teachers
eachers
Find out about curriculum correlations, guided programs and
more by accessing the Educator Tools section of the
website. To do so, select For grown ups (located on the top
right of the website) and use the left panel to navigate
through the columns.
Make sure to check out other resources available from World
Book through the library. When your children grow up, they
can always try World Book: Kids to start learning and
continue to improve their reading skills.

World Book:
Early Learning

Peace Library System
8301 - 110 Street
Grande Prairie, Alberta T8W 6T2
780-538-4656 | 1-800-422-6875
www.peacelibrarysystem.ab.ca

Listen, Learn, Read, Play!

World Book: Early Learning
Formerly known as Early World of Learning, this platform
gives instant access to users learning how to read! All you
need is internet access and a library card! Everything is
accessed via streaming on a browser so you don't have to
worry about downloading any files or an app.

Topics
Maybe you want to learn about something specific. Browse
the categories on the home page with the carousel. Click on
the arrows pointing left and right until you find the category
that interests you. Then click the icon or the Go button.
There's lots of categories to choose from:

Formats
You have 4 different formats of learning!
1. Videos - Short educational video clips like seeing bees in a
beehive or someone snowboarding or a snowstorm!
2. Games - quick and fun tracing, true or false, matching and
concentration games to increase knowledge on topics like
insects, weather, sports and more.
3. Stories - fun stories available focusing on the Spanish
language, weather, animal homes, wild animals, creepycrawlies, sea creatures, my body, people at work, rain forest,
and dinosaurs.

On the Move
Terrific Trees
Rainbow Colours
Counting Numbers
Weather
Animal Homes
Wild Animals
Creepy-Crawlies
Sea Creatures
My Body
People at Work
Rain Forest
Dinosaurs
Tough Trucks

4. Activities - online activities including a space to free draw,
colour, print & do sheets and paint by number!

Once you pick a category, you can find information about it in
video, game, stories and activities format!

If you know you want to watch videos then just
select videos from the homepage and then browse through
the categories! Follow the exact same process for all 4
formats.

"Children are made readers on the laps of their parents."
-Emilie B
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